To establish an agreed base model within the Life Cycle Initiative the following main milestones were set:
1. It is important to first agree on a roadmap and a process leading to a proper base model or framework. 2. Next develop or adopt a suitable model framework. This framework will serve as a library of model elements, and thus needs to be stable in time and yet flexible enough to 'house' changing parameter values and algorithms within model elements, as science advances. 3. The model components characterising chemical fate, exposure and toxic effects have to be adopted or further developed. These components will change over time, constantly being adapted to the latest knowledge and scientific advances. 4. To successfully implement this model, sponsors need to be convinced about the need for a long term support of the system.
Main findings and recommendations were as follows:
The workshop experts recommended the proposed matrix algebra framework (see Appendix I) to the Life Cycle Initiative as an elegant and efficient solution due to its stable, yet flexible structure. It provides clearly defined interfaces connecting different parts of the modelling chain (fate, exposure and effects). Updates and even extensions of model components are easily implemented and it serves as a repository of information on the algorithms/model elements needed.
Another important part of the review was the concept of a tiered modelling approach which consists of a simplified base model, statistically derived from the more sophisticated mechanistic base model, and accounts for sensitivity and were invited to review and comment on a preliminary proposal for a base model as developed within the OMNIITOX project. Beyond the OMINIITOX project itself, the main results for this workshop are recommendations on an overall framework for toxicity assessment and on a process to arrive at recommendations on characterization factors.
Int J LCA 11 11 11 11 11 (3) 2006 dominant mechanisms in the emissions-to-exposure pathway. The participants suggested that the chemical training set for the statistical analysis should be based on hypothetical chemicals to avoid a bias. As more data and information become available, the reviewers recognized the value of using complex (data rich) and simplified (data poor) base models to provide a compatible tiered strategy. This provides adaptive modelling and assessment, while preserving consistency by the strong connection between the two tiers/ models. This original approach could approximate a solution to the paradox between broad substance coverage with a cost of higher uncertainty and the alternative of smaller coverage but with less uncertainty; the latter being quantified by means of, for example, confidence limits on the regression parameters.
Based on these findings, the roadmap leading to recommended characterisation factors as a major result of the workshop was established as follows:
The matrix structure, as proposed by the developers of OMNIITOX, was adopted as the framework.
• The model library will consist of: -Processes and matrix factors, -Substance data and estimation tools, -Geographic data (landscape data, etc.). • The OMNIITOX proposals will provide examples as the basis for a call for input from researchers around the world.
• Provided that funding will be available, the chosen model elements will be implemented.
In the more specific area of ecological endpoints, the reviewers noted that the focus on effect concentrations (EC) expressed in terms of the fraction x of species impacted (ECx) are appropriate for LCA objectives rather than the no observed effects concentration (NOEC) values that are testconcentration-dependent. Similarly, the use of a harmful concentration to 50 per cent of species [HC50 (of EC50)] based on the geometric mean of all species is also appropriate for a comparative assessment. Chronic data were considered as a preferable to acute data as a basis for toxicity, but the use of acute data was accepted as a basis for extrapolating chronic values. Biomagnification should be included when known and secondary poisoning is also relevant but problematic to handle at present. The relationship to species sensitivity distributions needs further clarification. It is probably not necessary when using only a geometric mean for midpoint assessment, but this approach may be needed for damage modelling. It was strongly recommended to also include effects in sediment, soil, terrestrial, and ocean compartments to avoid biases. Aggregation remains an issue for further discussion as to whether the score from the most critical compartment should be retained or if all scores should be summed based on damage modelling.
In addition, a detailed review has been conducted on the fate modules for air, fresh and marine water with the respective sediment compartments, soil, vegetation, human exposure as well as on an optional approach for speciating chemicals. A main issue raised by the reviewers is the "applicability to a very wide variety of substances", because the ability of similar models to adequately describe the environmental behaviour of many types of organic chemicals has not been tested. This means that models need to be significantly adapted and customized for different subsets of chemicals, checking that:
-The process descriptions that are part of the model are adapted to and applicable to the considered subset of chemicals that the model will be used for. -There are some processes missing in the model, which are important for a subset of substances.
This points to the need for creating a library of process algorithms or even submodels which are well adapted to given sets of substances. Special care should be taken for the gas/ particle partitioning of polar substances or for the long term fate of PCBs which cannot be adequately described without considering solid phase diffusion in soils -a process that has not been considered in most multimedia fate models. For single-medium chemicals with extreme partitioning properties, the multimedia modelling approach is not only superfluous, but may also lack the capacity to discriminate among chemicals whose behavior depends primarily on highly uncertain degradation properties.
Additional comments pointed out specific details in the modelling that needed further attention from the OMNIITOX project participants (see enclosed reviewer reports). Many of the statements made by the experts were directly taken into account on a detailed level (processes to incorporate in the model, specific equations for processes, specific data to use for the description of the environment, etc.), leading to changes that were introduced into the base model. However, some of the remarks were of a character deemed impossible to incorporate within the given time frame and have been kept for further research.
Further identified and discussed issues to address were:
• Pros and cons of discounting of future impacts for very persistent substances, • Identification of the need for data and processes relevant for other climate regions, • Capacity building in environmental modelling outside regions such as Europe, North America, South Korea and Japan, …, • Synergy effects helping to identify needs for ERA, • The possibility of reviewing models and results at the end of OMNIITOX.
